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Abstract

Objective To study cognitive development of children exposed to lead in Colombo.

Design A cross-sectional descriptive study.

Setting City of Colombo, near Borella junction.

Study population 50 children with blood lead levels ranging from 1.6-13.5 µg/dl.

Method Risk factors for lead exposure were assessed using an interviewer administered questionnaire. Development and cognitive abilities of the children were assessed.

Results Close proximity to traffic congested highways and surface water drains were common to entire cohort. Purchase of food from roadside vendors was found in all children. 78% children residing in area >10 years and 66% children attending school for >5 years had a below average developmental score. Blood lead levels correlated significantly with increasing age and length of stay in this area.

Introduction

Sri Lanka does not have a screening programme for lead exposure. However, concerns have been expressed regarding blood lead levels of children living in the city of Colombo¹.

Long term exposure to even low levels of lead affects cognitive development of children². We report on the cognitive development of a cohort of lead exposed city dwelling children and compare it with their duration of stay in this traffic congested area and their blood lead levels.

Objective

To study the cognitive development of children exposed to lead in Colombo.
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Design

A cross-sectional descriptive study.

Study population

The study population consisted of 50 apparently healthy children aged 1-15 years who had lived since birth within a radius of 0.5 km from Borella junction in the city of Colombo. Their blood lead levels ranged from 1.6-13.5 mg/dl at the time of study. Mean blood lead levels in relation to age were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Mean blood lead level (mg/dl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>4.3 ±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>5.5 ±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>6.7 ±1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method

The presence of environmental and behavioural risk factors for lead exposure were assessed using an interviewer administered questionnaire (Table 1).

Table 1

Risk factors for lead exposure in children

Environmental risk factors

Vehicular congestion
Lead lined water tanks
Lead piping
'Old' paint in homes
Proximity of home to road
Surface water drains
Lead-linked parental occupations
Lead-linked industries

Behavioural risk factors

Purchase of edibles from roadside vendors
Food preparation in glazed pottery/ceramics
Roadside playing
Chewing or sucking pencils
Habitual hand-mouth activities
Use of traditional cosmetics ('surma')

The development and cognitive abilities of all 50 children in study population were assessed. Modified
Griffith Development scales were used to assess 1-6 year olds. Gross motor, eye hand co-ordination, hearing and speech, social skills and performance were assessed to calculate developmental quotients as a percentage of:

developmental age in months
chronological age in months

Children over 6 years had their number and reading skills assessed using age appropriate school textbooks and a validated scoring system ranging from 0-6. Ability to read a paragraph, identified from second lesson of prescribed text-book, was judged 'good', 'correct but hesitant', 'incorrect' or 'unable' and a score of 3, 2, 1 or 0 awarded accordingly. The last sum in each of the first three lessons was tested and one mark awarded for each correct answer. Adequate time was provided to think, work and write the answers. Final grading score comprised a combination of the reading and number scores, ranging from 6 to 0. A combined score of 6 or 5 was rated 'above average', a score of 4 or 3 'average' and a score 0-2 'below average'. Scores obtained were compared with chronological ages and blood lead levels.

Results

The children were all of poor socioeconomic backgrounds and lived in an environment with risks of lead exposure. Close proximity to traffic congested highways and surface water drains were common to entire cohort studied. Purchase of food from roadside vendors was found in all 50 children.

School aged children were from three different schools in locality. We did not find behavioural or neurological abnormalities. Developmental/cognitive assessments showed the following results:

Of 13 children residing in this area for >10 years, 10 (78%) had a below average developmental score. Children who lived 5-10 years in the area had significantly higher developmental scores (p<0.01). In relation to number of years of schooling, 66% of children who attended school for >5 years had a below average developmental score whereas 80% of children who attended school for <5 years had above average developmental scores (p>0.05).

Decrease in cognitive scores correlated significantly with increasing age and length of stay in area. Blood lead levels also showed a significant correlation with age and duration of stay in area.

Hand to mouth activities and playing by roadside or in parks adjacent to busy highways were behavioural risk factors that related significantly with below average developmental scores.

Discussion

Children have a higher lung deposition and gut absorption rate of lead than adults. They inhale a larger volume of air per unit body weight and hence are more vulnerable to lead in air.

Area of residence of these children was in close proximity to a junction which was under construction at time of this study. 5 roads with heavy traffic congestion met at this junction.

90% of lead in city air is from vehicles that burn leaded petrol\(^2\). Air pollution contaminates soil and lead persists in environment for a considerable period of time even after removal of lead from petrol.

Damage caused to developing central nervous system by lead is well known\(^3\). The cohort of children we studied all had assayable lead levels in their blood as estimated by Occupational Hygiene Division of Department of Labour, Colombo using atomic absorption spectrometry\(^1\). Our finding that developmental and cognitive scores had decreased with increasing age may have contributory factors apart from lead, since cognition is affected by many variables such as social, educational, environmental and medical factors. For example even noise levels around schools influence cognition\(^7\).

However, based on our finding that cognitive abilities were adversely affected in socially disadvantaged children attending three separate schools in an area in the city with heavy traffic congestion; and that it correlated to length of stay in area; we recommend closer scrutiny on effects of lead on cognitive development in urban children in Sri Lanka. Risk of lead exposure remains even after leaded petrol is discontinued. We hope the public health authorities will undertake screening programmes for excess lead in children because effects of lead are neither immediate nor obvious.
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\textbf{Objective} To study cognitive development of children exposed to lead in Colombo.

\textbf{Design} A cross-sectional descriptive study.

\textbf{Setting} City of Colombo, near Borella junction.

\textbf{Study population} 50 children with blood lead levels ranging from 1.6-13.5 µg/dl.

\textbf{Method} Risk factors for lead exposure were assessed using an interviewer administered questionnaire. Development and cognitive abilities of the children were assessed.

\textbf{Results} Close proximity to traffic congested highways and surface water drains were common to entire cohort. Purchase of food from roadside vendors was found in all children. 78% children residing in area >10 years and 66% children attending school for >5 years had a below average developmental score. Blood lead levels correlated significantly with increasing age and length of stay in this area.

\textbf{Introduction}

Sri Lanka does not have a screening programme for lead exposure. However, concerns have been expressed regarding blood lead levels of children living in the city of Colombo\textsuperscript{1}.

Long term exposure to even low levels of lead affects cognitive development of children\textsuperscript{2,3}. We report on the cognitive development of a cohort of lead exposed city dwelling children and compare it with their duration of stay in this traffic congested area and their blood lead levels.

\textbf{Objective}

To study the cognitive development of children exposed to lead in Colombo.
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Design

A cross-sectional descriptive study.

\textbf{Study population}

The study population consisted of 50 apparently healthy children aged 1-15 years who had lived since birth within a radius of 0.5 km from Borella junction in the city of Colombo. Their blood lead levels ranged from 1.6-13.5 mg/dl at the time of study. Mean blood lead levels in relation to age were:

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Age & Blood lead levels (mg/dl) \\
\hline
<5 years & 4.3 ± 1.9 mg/dl \\
5-10 years & 5.5 ± 1.3 mg/dl \\
10-15 years & 6.7 ± 1.8 mg/dl \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textbf{Method}

The presence of environmental and behavioural risk factors for lead exposure were assessed using an interviewer administered questionnaire (Table 1).

\textbf{Table 1}

\textbf{Risk factors for lead exposure in children}

\textbf{Environmental risk factors}

- Vehicular congestion
- Lead lined water tanks
- Lead piping
- 'Old' paint in homes
- Proximity of home to road
- Surface water drains
- Lead-linked parental occupations
- Lead-linked industries

\textbf{Behavioural risk factors}

- Purchase of edibles from roadside vendors
- Food preparation in glazed pottery/ceramics
- Roadside playing
- Chewing or sucking pencils
- Habitual hand-mouth activities
- Use of traditional cosmetics ('surma')

The development and cognitive abilities of all 50 children in study population were assessed. Modified
Griffith Development scales were used to assess 1-6 year olds. Gross motor, eye hand co-ordination, hearing and speech, social skills and performance were assessed to calculate developmental quotients as a percentage of:

**Developmental age in months**

**Chronological age in months**

Children over 6 years had their number and reading skills assessed using age appropriate school textbooks and a validated scoring system ranging from 0-6. Ability to read a paragraph, identified from second lesson of prescribed text-book, was judged 'good', 'correct but hesitant', 'incorrect' or 'unable' and a score of 3, 2, 1 or 0 awarded accordingly. The last sum in each of the first three lessons was tested and one mark awarded for each correct answer. Adequate time was provided to think, work and write the answers. Final grading score comprised a combination of the reading and number scores, ranging from 6 to 0. A combined score of 6 or 5 was rated 'above average', a score of 4 or 3 'average' and a score 0-2 'below average'. Scores obtained were compared with chronological ages and blood lead levels.

**Results**

The children were all of poor socioeconomic backgrounds and lived in an environment with risks of lead exposure. Close proximity to traffic congested highways and surface water drains were common to entire cohort studied. Purchase of food from roadside vendors was found in all 50 children.

School aged children were from three different schools in locality. We did not find behavioural or neurological abnormalities. Developmental/cognitive assessments showed the following results:

Of 13 children residing in this area for >10 years, 10 (78%) had a below average developmental score. Children who lived 5-10 years in the area had significantly higher developmental scores (p<0.01). In relation to number of years of schooling, 66% of children who attended school for >5 years had a below average developmental score whereas 80% of children who attended school for <5 years had above average developmental scores (p>0.05).

Decrease in cognitive scores correlated significantly with increasing age and length of stay in area. Blood lead levels also showed a significant correlation with age and duration of stay in area.

Hand to mouth activities and playing by roadside or in parks adjacent to busy highways were behavioural risk factors that related significantly with below average developmental scores.

**Discussion**

Children have a higher lung deposition and gut absorption rate of lead than adults. They inhale a larger volume of air per unit body weight and hence are more vulnerable to lead in air.

Area of residence of these children was in close proximity to a junction which was under construction at time of this study. 5 roads with heavy traffic congestion met at this junction.

90% of lead in city air is from vehicles that burn leaded petrol. Air pollution contaminates soil and lead persists in environment for a considerable period of time even after removal of lead from petrol.

Damage caused to developing central nervous system by lead is well known. The cohort of children we studied all had assayable lead levels in their blood as estimated by Occupational Hygiene Division of Department of Labour, Colombo using atomic absorption spectrometry. Our finding that developmental and cognitive scores had decreased with increasing age may have contributory factors apart from lead, since cognition is affected by many variables such as social, educational, environmental and medical factors. For example even noise levels around schools influence cognition.

However, based on our finding that cognitive abilities were adversely affected in socially disadvantaged children attending three separate schools in an area in the city with heavy traffic congestion; and that it correlated to length of stay in area; we recommend closer scrutiny on effects of lead on cognitive development in urban children in Sri Lanka. Risk of lead exposure remains even after leaded petrol is discontinued. We hope the public health authorities will undertake screening programmes for excess lead in children because effects of lead are neither immediate nor obvious.
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